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` Me putpose c! t:.is F.aper is t•^ suwarize
results ubtaired f- • tt.e ac:a) tine crntrcl of t"t.
F-8C aircraft us:	 :. sc-called rVAC -etnod.
Tice a:ec6ss.cn 	 4.e selection c! the per-
forrar.ce criteria	 : tetn the lateral and •-e
lor.gitALr.a:	 . ra-.	 :.e deKigr cf the Ka;.-an
filter+ for	 ffe.•r	 ,:.t crn. .tions, tt.e
"ider,t1!ieat_
	
a-:•	 ` t!.o design using
hypc • ! . esis te • t.r.; i!.•as, and tr.e Ierforrarce of
the closed loaf adap.t:ve systc-.^
1 .	 Ir.t roduct tor,
The Furrose of tnis paper is to present
preliminary resultF _r. a study which. irvclves
the arili(atiot. cf a:var.ced adaptive control
techniq.:es tc the .resign of a stability aucren-
tation :.yster ir. Lcth the : cr.gitudinal and
lateral dyra.^.ica cf the F-AC aircraft. NAFA nas
beer using the F-8C aircraft as a test vehicle
foz evaluating different digital-fly-by-wire
WrOW) cer.trc: tecr.r.iques, csinq the IBM AP-1^1
as the airborne ccrF--er	 We rerark that the
eventual i-Wler. matron c,: t^.e control aiacrithms
on the specific a..:orre corF,uter has had a razor
irject upor the F•.i:c am -.r ::y adopted for the design
of the control syst,•r In view of the obvious sto-
rage and zeal-tire crrputaticr.al constraints. In
addition, the deli,:, was crucially dependent upon
the sensors that could be utilizec in the sense
that sensors that utilized externs' aerodynamic
measurements, e.g., airspeed, altitude, angle of
attack and •:idesliF vanes should not be employed
in the candidate design. Thus, the design quide-
lines required that the sensors asr,hciated with
the adaptive control systen shoul •i be limited to
accelerometers, rate gyros, and Ferh.:os attitude
sensors (although the latter were deemed undesir-
able in view of their errors wher the aircraft
underwent severe pilot induced ru.neuvers).
••fie theory and initial elgorichm developrrnt
associatyd with this study were developed with
sup.poglfrom NASA/Ares kesearch Center under
grant' l^cL-22-O(29-124 an:! from ArCSR under grant
72-2273. The specific application to the F-8C
vas supported by ;rA Langley Research Center
under grant. HSG-1 8.
ic state equati	
it is ob-
vious the the dynamic 	 of an air-
craft involve nonlinear differential equation.
(see Fticin !11) . Howe ver, the information given
by NASA Langley Fesear h Center (LRC) to the MIT/
MI. team consl%ted in the specification of the
uncoiled, linear time-invariant oiler.-loop
iongrtudina: and lateral dynamics of the F-8c
aircraft as%cciated with eeghrilibriur fligft.
Table I gives a list of tl.e flight conditions
that were avaiiatle for the design. ,thus, the
general structure of the 'custions were of the
form	 i,(t)-Ax ( t)•Bu(t). ".he numerica: valises
of the elements of the A. and B matrices ca n. be
found	 • report by Gera (21, based upon win'
tunnel tents, and a report by Mooley and Evan,
(31, based upon linearization of the ror.line.r
dynamics -mF.loyed ty NXSA/LRC for their nonlinear
sirulation of the F-8C aircraft. We rerark at
this point that the numerical values f-^r the
and P matrices aiven in 121 and ( 31 are not ider-
tical reflecting the fact that different sources
were used to obtain them. The design reported in
this paper is based upon Gera's repot (21.
The fact that the 16 flight conditions span
an extremely wide envelope for operating the
aircraft, with drastic changes in the open-loop
dynamics, makes the fixed -gain design of the con-
trol system unrealistic. Furthermore, handlinq
qualities requirements, such as the C • criterion,
indicate that pilots desire different closed-loop
dynamics at different flight conditions. Thus,
some sort of "adaptive" gain-scheduling contro:
system was required. However, straight - forwtrd
gain schedu:: .ig based upon quan.ities such as
velocity, altitude, and dynamic pressure was not
persiitted it view cf the sensor r^-atrictions men-
tioned above. Hence, the adaptive control system
had to	 designed in a novel way.
An additional restriction on the design was
teat the sensor noise and wind disturbanc s had
to be incorporated. This led to the neec for
employing Kalwan filters, with constant coeffi-
cients because of the computer memory limitations.
The above problem overview sets the ground
for the specific adaptive control technique which
we selected to investigate in great detail. We
call the adaptive control technique the Multiple-_
Model-Adaptive-Control (MMAC) method, and we shall
Proceedings 1975 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, Houston,
Texas, December 1975
discos• it in ss re det.il in Section S of this
paler. It is only -,r.e of several techniques
based upon develcysr• ntt in modern (ontrol theory
(wee tl.e survey article ty Athans and Varaiya
(41) an4 :t has its origins in -o+mLininq
hypothesis- • estinq and stochastic ccntrni ideas
(see references 141 to (BI)	 ft was selected fcr
this study because of its lvtential Iroeise in
academic examples Isl-(B:, and Lecause its memory
ar..l seal - time co►F,.tatior,al requ . revwnts could be
readily assessed it, view of its nor-iterative
r.at .re.
As esplairud in sore detail in Sectic.n 5,
the MW C met?%od requires that a full blown steady
state linear -Quadratic- aussiar. (L(x.) controller
4c imp)emer.ted fcr each fli ,,ht condition. :T'. is
r.ecessitated the dervel,.lment of suitaLle quad-
ratic performance criteria for both the longitud-
inal and the lateral dynamics: these are
descriLed for tt.e _,mtiruous tine case (9) in
Sections , and 1, respectively. Fcr :mFleraenta-
tlon, one neeL!i a discrete time LQG controller
110). This :s described :r. Section 4, together
witn the discussio of ser.sor errors. The MYAC
algorithr• is descril.td ir. E ection S. Tt.e simula-
tion results using the nonlinear F-9C dynamics
are described in Section C. Section 7 presents
the m&)cr conclusion cf our studies so far.
We rerArk that in .hi_ japer we -;hall only
focus our atce..tion to the f-gulatiin aspects of
the protler, i.e., return to equiiiL• rium flight
fror some initial cordit:ons and in the pre-
sence of stochastic wind disturbances. In our
study we are considering the proper way of incor-
porating huran pilot irputs for both the longi-
tudinal and lateral -axe. However, we shall not
present in this paper any of the approaches and
preliru rary results for the pilot input case.
2. Longitudina l. Dynamics
(foc(t)) which was introduced to a firrt order
servo with a time constant of 1112 seconds to
,anerate the actual deviation of the elevator
60 (t) from its trismsed value. the elevator was
then related to the four 'natural' longitudinal
state variables namely pitch -ate, 4 W (red/sec),
velocity error v(t)(ft/sec), perturi•ed angle of
attack from its trimmed value, *It)(rad), and
pitch attitude deviation from its trimmed value
p (t)(rad), 121. In addition, a wind disturbance
state w(t) was included (see Appendix A). Thus
the state vector x(t) for t.:ie long itudinal dynam-
ics was characterized by seven components
(2.1)	 x'(t) %ig(t), v(t), a(t), 43(t), 6 & (t)
6	 lt), w(t))
ec
and the control variable u(t) was the commanded
ale-iator rate
A
(2.2)
	 u(t);4eC(t)
'Min led to a linear-time invariant characteriza-
tion for each flight condition of the form
(2.3)
	
ir(t)-A x(t)+Bu(t)•Li^- (t)
where ^(t) was zero mean white noise, gei.erating
the wind disturbance and accountino for randorr
actuator errors. The elements of A, and Ii
changed with each flight condition while
(2.4)
	
(i-10 0 0 0 0 1 0)'
2.3 The longitudinal Cost Functional
In order to apply the standard steady state
iQG procedure 191 a quadratic performance index
has to be selected. The general structure of the
index was
(2.5) J-/rx_(t)2,x(t)+u (t)R.u(t)dt
ACCT. 
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2.1 Introduction
In this section we present an overview of
the LQG philosophy adopted for designing the req-
ulator for the lor.nitudinal dynamics. Attention
is given in the development of the quadratic per-
formance index and the subsequent model simplifi-
cation using a short period approximation. The
main concept that we wish to stress is that the
quadratic performance criteria employed changed
in a natural way with each flight condition. ':he
surprising result was that the short period poles
of the resultant longitudinal, closed-loop system
were characterized fcr all flight conditions by
two constant damming rstios, one associated with
all subsonic flight conditions and one associated
with all supersonic flight conditions.
2.2 The Longitudinal State Description
Because of a rate constraint saturation on
the elevator rate, the control variable selected
was the time rate of change of the coasnanded
elevator rate (6ec (t)). This wcs integrated to
generate the actual commanded elevator position
Note that the weighting matrices 
2.1
, % had to b.,
different from flight condition to flight condi-
tion reflecting in a natural way that the pilot
wants different handling qualities as the speee
(an,l dynamic pressure) changes.
In the initial design it was decided that
one should relate the maximum deviations of
• pitch attitude, 9max
	
• pitch rate,	 gmax
• normal acceleration, aTzmax
• maximum commanded elevator rate, 6eCmax
resulting in the following structure of
the performance criterion
	
:	 2^TaRzW	 2(t)	 62(t)
	
6ec(t)(2.6) J1, 
,ON ^ + max + 9 2 max + aT--dt
	
nzmax q	 ecma.x
The normal acceleration anz (t), in g's, was not
used as a state variable. However, it is linearly
related to some of the longitudinal state var.-
	
ables according to the formula	
1
(2.7) anz (t) 1- 9 1 1 v(t)+K 2a(t)+Kr6e (t
I 
in g's
41	 ...............
""Ol5UT101; A^Al1Af;Ui
Ilse.	 AIltIL ^se.rx	 .
2
ve being the equilibriu/ slated. The constants
k i , lip, kr can tx calculated trop the Open loot
A matrices, and hems ct.ange with flight condi-
tion. Lftectively the structure of the criterion
(2.6) implies that it at t-0 the masaaup values
of acceler.ition, pit,.: rate, or pitch attitude
oec.irred, tiien one woi.ld be w.11irv; tc saturate
the elevator rate to remove them. For the pre-
livtr. ary Design the following nwAarical valueir,
were selected h.it)s the help of T. Elliott and
J. Gera)
(2.8) anrmax-6g's, gmax-ICq Nt, ? max -bg/V0aIr
6	 -u.435 rod/sec
e c-mas
where a i r is tk-e (3,3) -:rraent of the open loop
lo"Itudlnal A matrix.
rw+ughly speaking, this criterion means Ciat
one is willing to saturate the elevator rate
(0.415 rod/sec for that F-BC) if a normal accel-
eration of Cq was felt, or a pitch rate equ;va-
lent to 1Cq*%. or a pitch .rror which if
translated to angle cf attack would also generate
a 69 normal acceleraticr.
Tt,e above nums Goal values were translated
into the appropri.tc	 ratrix (nco diagonal pos-
itive semidefinite; Which changed frcrr flignt
condition to flight conditio:,, while V -P-1/
(0.435) 2 for all flight conditions. Hence,  the
resulting LQG problem could be solved using
availaole computer sutrou•ines ill;.
2.4 f4duced Longitudinal Design
The design was modified for two reasons.
first the Bair. from the velocity state variable
v(t) was extremely small. Second, it was det'.r-
able to avoid usinc the pitch sensor. The pitch
0(t) is weakly ooservable from the system dynam-
ics so that even if a Kalman filter was used in
the absence of pitch measurements, large estimm-
tion errors would be ,^ tt_iined wnicn would adveisly
affect the perforrd.	 he control system since
there is significant .ce—ack from the estimated
pitch attitul^. At any rate, since is pilot would
fly the aircraft he .ould be able to control
pitch himself.
This led us to eliminating the velocity error
v(t) and pitch Oft) from the state equati gns and
obtaining the "short period" approximation (5
state variables). Since pitch did not appear the
criteria (2.6) was modified to
2
janz2 (t)(2.9) J2 	 . q 2 (t) ; 76ec (t) dt
a	 q 2.max C —
n ramax	 a cmax
and the resultant LQG problem was resolved.
2.4 Summary of Results
From the viewpoint of transient. responses Lu
the variables of interest (normal a:celeration,
pitch rate, angle of attack) the transient re-
sponses to initial conditions were almost identi-
cal for both designs. Thus, the Short period
motion of the aircraft was dominated by the rela-
i
ji
tive tradeoff between the maximum normal accelara-
tton, an sax, and maximum patch rate, gmax . This
Is consistent with the CO criterion (12).
when the short-period closed-loot poles ware
evaluated for both do-signs using the nusrertcal
Values gzven by (2.P), we found the unexpected
result that the ciastinq ratio was constant lo,4e0%)
for all 11 sutsor.ic fli ght conditions, and also
constant (0.)61) for 611 the SUI sonic flignt
condition, The closed-loop naturally freouency
increased wilt. dynaeic piesnure.
Since no pole-Placement techniques +ty re em-
ployed (i.e., the mathematics were not told tc,
place the closed-!oor. poles on a constant dasg->-
ing ratio line), we constructed a tradeoff by
charw)ing (Jecreasanri) the maximum pitch rate
gmax . This would increase the patch rate penalty
in the cost functional, and one would expect a
higher damping ratio. The followinq values of
gm&x were employed
(2.30) qUax
-IOq/V., B9/Vt. 6g/Ve. 4g/Va
since more the constant damping ratio phenoftnon
was nbserved, i.e., for eaci-. value o. 
`{max the
short period closed loop poles for all subsonic
flight condi a ons fell cn a constant dampinq ratio
line, and similarly for all supersonic flio!^t
conditions. This was further verified by consid-
ering an additional 13 different flight condi-
tions.
The numerical results are presented in Table
II. The reason for this regularity of the solu-
tion of the LQ problem is under investigation.
.l. Lateral Dynamics
3.1 Introduction
In this section we present the parallel
philosophy for the development of the control
system for the lateral dynamics. In this case
the development of a performance criterion was
not as straight-forward as in the case of the
longitudinal dynamics. For an extensive discus-
sion see the S.M. thesis by -reene (13).
3.2 The iAteral Dynamic.; State Model
The control variables selected for lateral
control were
(3.1) u 1 (t)-6ac (t)-commanded aileron rate
(rad/sec)
(3.2) u=it)-A rc (t)-commanded rudder rate
(rad/sec)
to that the control vector is defined to to
(3.3)
	
uI (t)-(ui(t)	 ur(.')I
Rie sa^w• ssechanics were taken into account. The
comeranded aileron and rudder rates were integrat-
ad to generate the commanded aileron ( 6 ac (t))
 
and
rudder (6 rc (t))
 
positions, respectively. For the
F-ef ar-(taft the cueaunded amlet ' n rate 6ac(t)
dtmves a l tst order laq r.ervo, with a tier con-
strut of 1/3U se. now , tc yenerate the actual
aIlerun position 614t,(rsJ•).
TT,e cosmtanded rudder rate b r c(t)(rads) drmKs
• first order lay ser:c, wrtr, a tine cunstant ,,f
1/2 1S secune •., to .#cne.ate the actual rw?r'er posi-
tion 5 r (t)(r ado, ). Tne actual aiAeror anti rudder
posttror. 0,(t) and ^ r (t), tr.en exerts t).r four
'natural ' IatemaI e,.rarics state variables, name-
ly roll-rate )(t)mrad sec), y w-rate r(tI(rod/
sec), srdecl ► { ar. y le : i tfirad), er.d wnk an3/e
*W $ rod?.	 e.i.:ttton, a ..ni d,sturbance state
var y i,le wit), ,ee A"vnd:x t., drives the equa-
tions In the same way as the trdeslip varrat,le.
Thus, the state eq-Attons for the lateral
dynamics are cLaracterized ty a t•-dimensional
state vector x(i) w.u, components
(3.4)	 x'Wt	 11'(t) r(t) Pw :(t) .` a (t) br(t)
d	 (t) 'r	 (t) w(t)1
ac	 re
and the overall lateral dyna-.cs take the form
(3.51	 x(t	 A aIt) • h ult) '. '(t)
vnc re the zcrt. 'mar. A3rite racist vector =(t) qen-
rrates tLe vird distutLar.ce and ccr l wnsates for
modelling errors. ::nce core the matrices A, Li
change wit', flight ccr:dttion- (2), 113) while
(3.6)	 B•. ro0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
3.3 T?.e Lateral Cost Functional
The lateral performance index used (after
several iterations) vr:gr.ted the following
variables:
• lateral acceleration, a (t)
	
(in g's)
• roll rate, p(t)	 y	 (in rad/sec)
• sideslip angle, ?(t)
	
(in red)
• bank angle, C(t)	 (in rod)
VS
o commanded a-leror. rate, §ac(t)
o comrsnanded rudder rate, 6rc(t)
The lateral acceleration, a (t), is not a state
variable. However, for sraYl perturbations from
equilibrium. flight, it can be expresssd as a
linear cork ination of the lateral state variables
and the trim angle of attack, ao, by the following
relation
(3.7) ay(t)^ 9 )(km-ao)p(t)+(k^ +l)r(t)+krB(t)
+k.6(t)+ks6 (t))-.(t)
r
where the constants km,..., ks can be found from
the lateral open loop Ai matrix, and change with
the flight condition.
The followir.g structure of the quadratic
performance criterion was established:
r
(3.e)	 a1 (el , p^  lt! , 8 r (t) ^ rlt)TLAT o 
ayuax	 Max	 WAR
	
Max
a 	
Ir+	 ac(t) I, c(t)	 dt
ar	 ar
ac'ax rWea=
Ths fo llwtnq maximum values Were •rsed
Maxts+.am lateral acceleration, ay—x.0.25q's
Maximus roll rate, p	 I^t (a -o)
max IOq 31n
Mart ioLm sideslip angle, P	 ^-vs a
RWLX	 ] lV111 Og 
Maximus bank angle, I .X'O.R red (-45')
Maximum commanded aileron rate-1.63 rad/sec
raxis,um commanded rudder rate-1.22 rad/sec
Set (13) for an extensive discus!. , on of how this
performance criterion was dertvei; a ll and all
are obtained from the open loop A, matrices
There is no netural ray of arriving at a
simplified model for the lateral dvnarics, as was
the case with the longitudinal dynamics. Hence
the bank angle cannot be eliminated. Althou gh a
bank angle sensor was de?6Ed undesirable, the
weak observability of the bank an g le caused large
state estimation errors, using Kalman filters, in
the bank angle and the sideslip angle if a bank
angle sensor was not I ncluded. For these reasons,
it was decidt-d to employ a bank ang le sensor and
to penalize bank angle deviation, because bank
angles larger than 20' can introduce significant
nonlinearities through trigonn•etric functions
(1).
Once sure, the IQ can be solved. Notice that
the use of the performance criterion (3.8) results
	
in a state weighting matrix	 (non-diagonal)
which changes rrith flight con tion.
3.4 Simmary of Results
The abrve performance criterion gave reason-
able responses for a variety of initial conditions.
Its main characteristic is to reduce any lateral
accelerations (by forcing the aircraft to go in
coordinated turns) and to null out bank angle
errors in a slower manner.
oncemore we observed a constant damping
ratio ( .515 ) for all supersonic conditions and
a relatively constant damping ratio ( .625 ) for
all subsonic flight conditions. No additional
tradeoff studies were conducted by changing the
weights in the cost functional.
S
W
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4. Sensors, Kalsan rilters and
Discrete I.QG kompen ►ators
4.1 Introduction
Tfie digital im3lementation of the control
system requires the discrete-time solution of the
W; problem 1101. Its we shall see )n the next
sectic .n, the MMAC approach requires the construc-
tion of a Lank ai UC Lnntrolleis. each of which
contains a discrete Kalman filter (whose resid-
uals are used in lrobaiility a lcuiations and
wLue.c state estlrtes are used to generate the
adaptive control signals). Hence, in this section
we present an overview of the issues involved in
the design of the IQG controllers based upon the
noisy sensor measurements.
4.,e The Sampling Interval
A sampling rate of 8 measurements/second
was established. Such a slow sampling rate was
selected so as to be able to carry out in real
time the multitude of real time operations re-
quire-' by the M -.AC method.
4.3 Sensors and Norse Characteristics
As explained in tt.e introduction, the guide-
lines for design excluce•d the use of air data
sensors. Thus, measurements of altitude, speed,
angle! of attack., and sideslip angle were not
available. After some preliminary investigations
it was decided that sensors that depend on trim
variables (elevator angle and pitch attitude)
should not be used so as tc avoid estimating trim
parameters. -,able III lists the sensors and their
accuracy characteristics that were used in this
study. We stress that the sensors measure the
true variables every 1/8 seconds in the presence
of discrete-zero rean white noise with the stan-
dard deviations given in Table III.
Finally, we remark ;.hat in this study we
assumed that all ;enscrs were located at the C.G.
of the Arcraft.
4.4 The Design of Kalman Filters
F,r each flight condition the steady-state
discrete-time Kalman filter, with constant gains
was calculated, for both the longitudinal
and lateral dynamic models. The level of the
plant white noise associated with the wind dis-
turbance generation was selected so that we
assumed that the aircraft was flying in cumulus
clouds. (See Appendix A.)
The decision to use steady state constant
gain Kalman filters was made so as to stinimize
the computer memory requirements.
Finally, we remark that in view of the slow
sampling rate, the continuous time filtering
problem was carefully translated into the equiva-
lent discrete problem 1 131 to (15).
The constant covariance matrices of the
Kalman filter residuals, denoted by Sj LON
, -SLAT
for the longitudinal models and lateral models
were computed for each flight condition denoted
by 1. As we shall see those are i"et:nt in the
limieration of the POW variables.
4.5 The Design of the Discrete LQG Comtensators
Through the use of the separation :heoren one
can design the discrete LCC compensators. This
implied that the fQ problem defined In continuous
time in Sections 2 and 3 had to be correctly
transformed into the equivalent discrete-time
problem in view of -he slew meascremert rate.
Effectively, we hive used the trans formwtions
given in referen	 . 1111, (13) to (15).
4.6 Recapitulation
ror each flight condition, indexed by i, a
complete discrete-time, steady state, LQG comfen-
sstor was designed for both the longitudinal and
lateral dynamics. Each compensator generated
every 1/8 • econd the optimal control, rarely the
optimal commanded elevator rate •_ e (t) for the
longitudinal dynamics. and the optimal commanded
aileron rate % ac (t) and rudder rate o rc (t), Lased
upon the noisy measurements of the appropriate
sensors (See Table III) every 1/6 second.
Because of the appropriate tra:.,, format ions
of the continuous time LQC proalei to the discrete
one, we noted no significant degradation in per-
formance at this low sampling rate.
The need for adaptive control is obvious be-
cause if we assume that the aircraft is in flight
condition i, but we use the LQG compensator ob-
tained for flight condition j for feedback con-
trol, this mismatching may generate either an
unstable system or, often, a system with degraded
performance.
5. 'fie MAC Method
5.1 Introduction
In this section we present the basic idea
behind the M?-.AC method, and discuss how it was
in the F-8C context. In particular, we
demonst:ste how the information generated by the
lateral and longitudinal sensors is blended to-
gether. Finally we make some remarks associated
with the MMAC method and its general applicability
to the design of adaptive control systems.
5.2 71he 3asic Idea
sunpnse one has N linear, discrete-time
stochastic lime-invariant dynamic systems, indexed
by 1-1, 2, ..., N, generating discrete-time
measurement ,. corrupted by white noise
Suppose that at t-0 "nature" selects one of these
systems and places it inside a "black box." The
true system generates a discrete set of measure-
ments z(t). The objective is to apply a control
signal u(t) to the true model.
S
The version of tt,e MtAC method emp loyed is
as follows. one cor. • tructa a .fascrete-time steady
state L..r, controller f,,r ea-h model. thus, one
has a tank of N 141. %,mpeer%aturs. As shown in
rigor• 1, each LQI, netensat,r is driver. by tt•
actual cor.trol app!ied to tr.e system., u(t), anddriven by the actual nol sy rwasurenent vector,
r (t i. :?lore are tr, signals of interest that
each IQ, ttw4 en%atci .#vreratos at time t
(1) the control vector u It), which would to
the optiral control it indeed the system
in the black box (via. aircraft) was
ldentiral to the i-tt. model(2) tLe • esidual or innovations vector
A (t I  generated Li each 04alman falter(which is inside the i-tt. LQG compensator.
It turns out that (see references (11, (5),
16), (71, 191 for exam le' t'.at from the residuals
of the ralmar. filter- Gr.e car. recursively generate
N discrete t y re sequences dec..ted t  P (t), i-1,
2 .. , W. t-G, 1	 2, .. , vhicn ur,der ;ul tat /s
assumptions are the conditional Frcctatilities at
time t, q:vcr. the last rwasuremscts z it), 'It
and ,ontrels u_(!), J e t-1, that the i th model is
the true ,ne.
Assuring then, inat tt.ese probabilities are
generated or.-line (the formula will be given
later) and giver. that each LQG compensator qen-
erates t:.e contrrl vector 1,(t). then as shown in
Fiqure 1, the POMAC method coriputes the adaptive
control vector u(t), which drives the true system(van. aircraft) and each cf the Kalman filters
inside the LQG corpensators. Cy Frobatilistically
weighting the controls u a lt) by the associatedprcbab.irties, i.e.,
N(S.1) u(t) -1 P Wu (t)
1e1
S.3 Calculation of the Frobabilities Pi(t)
We ass,ww that at t-0, i..e., before any
measurements Nre oLtained, one has a set of prior
probabilities
N(5.2;
	 Pi (0),
	
PN(0). P i (0)>0,	 L Pi(0)-1
that represent our "best guess' of which model is
indeed the true one.
In our version of the MMAC me hod .e have
available V,e steady-state (constant) covariance
matrix 5, of the residuals associated with the
i-th Kalman filter. These N residual covariance
mAtrices are rrecomputable. Let r denote the
rumber of sensors; then we can preccmepute the
11. scalars
(5.3) S1 4 ((2r) r det 51)-1/2
From the residual vector Li ( t)  generated by each
Kalman filter we generate on-line the N scalars
(5.1)	 ni(t)Ari-(t)si-iri(t)
Then Cha probabilities at time t, P i (t), 1 . 1, 2,
M are computed recursively from the probabil-
itles at time t-1, P i (t-1), by the tursrila
P a lc-118i"esp{- n iltl/21(5.5)	 Pi(c) N
with the Ir(tial probabilities, P r 0) given. It
has teen claimed that 151, 161, (bl. under suit-
able assumptions that asyaptotieally the true
model is identified with probability 1.
5.1 Important Remarks
1) It has been shorn by Millner 10), that
the MAC method, i.e., generating t) • e control via(S.1) is not optimal (it is optimal under suitable
assumptions for the last stage of the dyna:+ic
prograsvinq algorithm).
2) The ".AC algorithm is appealing in an ad -
hoe way hecause of its fixed structure and because
its real-tire and memory requirements are -eadily
computable.
3) In the version used in this study, Lecause
we use steady-state ralman filters, rather than
timr- •raryinq Kalman filters, the
P (t) are not exactly the ronditional
pr obabilities.
1) We have been unable to find in the cited
literature a rigorous proof of con •xrgence cf the
claim that indeed the probability associated with
the true model will asymptotically converge to
unity.
S) From: a heuristic point of view, the re-
cursive probability formula (5.5) makes sense with
respect to i.ea •.ification. If the system is sub-ject to some sort of persistent exitation, ther.
one would expect that the residuals of the Kalman
filter aasociated with the correct model, say the
1-th one will be "small,' while the residuals of
the mismatched Kalman filters (j/i, j-1, 2, .. ,
N) will be "large." 'Mus, if i indexes the
correct model sae would exr.ect
(5.6) ai (t) «aj (t) all j/i
If such a condition presists over several measure-
ments, the analysis of (5.5) shows that the
.correct" probability P i (t) will increase while
the "mismatched model" probabilities will decrease.
To see vhis one can rewrite the formula (5.5) as
rollers
M(5.7) Pi(t)-Ti(t -1)- I? Pj ( t -D P exp(-n3([)/2}1-1
L -1	 J
Pi (t-1)7(1 -P i (t-1))Biexp(- n j(t)/2)1
jfiPj(t- 1)8*exp(-nj(t)/2)
Under our assumptions
6
(S.e)	 rap (-mittl/2)J
(S.9; eap(-m W /21'au
Nonce the correct protability will grow according
to
^ tt-1111 -P 1t -11P
(5.10) Pi(t)-Pi(t-1)- N 	 >0
L P (t-1)B • exp(-e (t)12)
)^1 1	 7	 )
whict. "Vmuc.strate • that as P i tt) •1, the rate of
growth slows .iown.
On the other hand, for the incorrect models,
indexed ty 301, tte sane ass as{trans yield
-P (t-1)P (t-I)A •
(5.11) P (t)-P (t-1) =	 i	 i	 < 0
)	 7	 N
k
Pk"1(t-1ltkeaF{-mklt)/21
so that 1.1e Frobabilities deLreask-
The same conclusirrs auld if we rewrite
15.71 it, t1,e f ,rm	
r	 1l
15.121 F i (t)-1
	
	 ,i (t-1)•I 1 1Plit-1)c^eaE{-m11t)/2J"1
[
P i (t-1) L P ) Itt-1 •exp (-M IW /21
l	
`/1
The above discuLsion points out that this "identi-
fic.ation" scherw is crucially dependent upon the
regularity of the residual teisavior tetwer the
"watched" and "rismatched" Yalman filters.
(6) The " ider. tificat . or." scheme, in terms of
the dynamic evolut:cn of the residuals will not
work very well if for whatever reason (including
errors in the selectioi. of tre noise statistics)
the residuals rf U,,! Kalman filters do not have V*
above re,ularity arrumptions. Tobe r.pecific, sup-
pose tt.at for a prolonged sequence if measuremerts
the Kalman filt e r residuals turn cut to be surf,
that
(5.13)	 N 
Then
1 5.11) exp(- m (t.)/2)' a	 for all i
i
Under these conditions and (5.12), we can see
that
P (t-1) E P ( t
-1)(B • - B •)a
(5.15) PA t)-Pi(t-1)= i	 j/i j	 i	 1
N
E P (t-1)B •a
	
J.1 i	 j
P1
 ( t-1) r (e1•-01•)P3(t -u
10!
M
L P (t-1)S •
1-1 1
Suppose that it • urns out that one of the 01•'a,
and to be wpecific Bk • , is	 dam nant, i.e.,
(S.16) dk - >e i • 	 all i/k
In this case, the PNS of eq. (5.1') will be nega-
tive for all i /k, which weans tLet all the P (t)
will decrease while the probability P k (associated
with the dominant !ik • ) will increase. This be-
havior is very important, eicpecial)y when one l ies
to the wathenatics, and it has not been discussed
previously in the literature to the best of our
knowledge.
S.S Application to the F-HC
The MMAC method can be used in a straight
fer,eard manner usinq either the longitudinal or
lateral dynamics of the F-HC aircraft since we
have designed both longitudinal and lateral L O
compensators for the available flight conditions,
as we remarked in Section +.
On the other hand, we ottain independen!
information from the longitudinal and latera'.
systems for the same flight condition (i.e., mud-1)
index-d by i. Hence, it should be possible to
blend this comkined information into a set of sin-
gle probabilities.
Under the assumption that the longitudinal
and lateral dynaadcs are decoupled K-P Dunn de-
rived the follnwinc, relation.
Let Si LOir and Si UT denote the residual
covariance matrices of the Kalman filters, for
the i-th flight condition, associated with the
longitudinal and lateral dynamics respectively.
Define
rIDN(5.17)
	
-1/2Bi•LON_ PC d-tEi LON 
(5.19) B i•
LA
T (2s) deter LAT -1/2
where 
rWN 
and rLAr are tba number of longitudinal
and lateral sensors. Let r1 Ip^(t) and E. LA
denote the F.alrn filter residualvectors at time
t, for flight aoo l ition i, associated with the
longitudinal and lateral dynamics respectively.
Define
(5.19) wi LON^^ 1IL)iis4 i ID114 LAM ( t )
(5.20) atl.ATCri LAT (t)Si i LATri 'AT(t)
'Bien the overall probability that the aircraft is
in flight condition i at time t, is generated by
the recursive formula
7
tS.Zll Yilts-(. i lt 1)p iLM 1L1T	 contribute some underataurdiny upon tt.e MMAC method
as a desiin concept.
P^
enp(-m i LOW m /2)esp(-ss.L.T(t)/21V
N
1 w ltc - 1 ) 2^^ 'sIAT,
1' 1
exp(-n )LAM (t)/2)anpt-m l UT(t)/2)J
The F a dominance effect discussed above now refers
to the relative %agnitude of
	
15.22) r
	 - '
	
1	 . LC N 1 L I
Obviously tr,e method hould he expected to work
well wt .ei Let', longrtudir .a: and lateral y.&lran
filter, are correctly Jesigned so that the resid-
uals of the 'matched" ralman filters are smaller
than those of the - mi smatched" ones.
5.6 :,i scusslor.
It should he immediately okvicus, that if the
MM.A^ methrxi. is alllser: lot the control rf the F-8c
aircraft (cr arty ether physical rystrm for that
matter), one vic.latc•s a multitude of theoretical
assumptions. The effect of these upon the perform-
ance of the overall system is difficult to estab-
li^h on ar. analytical Lasis, tecause the W,ar'
system, in spite of its srrple structure, repre-
sents an oxtremely nonlinear syf^tem. Hence, one
has tc rely or. extensive simulation results in
order to Le able to make a luCgrrent of the Fer-
formances of the overall algorithm.
Since the aircraft never coincides with the
mathcr.atical models (recall the discussion on the
differences in the data given in references [2)
and [I), the P i (t) are not truly posterior proba-
bilities. Father they should he ante preted as
time sequences that have a reasonable physical
interpretation. Hence, in our opinion, the eval-
uation of the MMAC meths:-1 solely by the detailed
dynamic evolution of the P i (t) is wrong. Rather
it should be judged by the overall performance of
the control system. :n the case of the regulator,
this is easy s:r.c(• ore can always compare the
response of the M.M'_' system with that which was
designed explicitly for that flight condition and
compare th« results.
We remark that such a comparison is much more
complex when one attacks tiLe case of pilot inputs
which result in several commanded maneuvers.
These aspects are siiil under investigation.
There are several unresolved problems as yet
which pertain to the total number of models to be
used at each instant of time, how these models are
to be selected, hoc: they should be scheduled in
the absence of any Ai:: data, and how one can arrive
at a final ae —;-. t hat meets the speed-memory lim-
itations of the IPM AV-101 computer r ,ia.l. - u:,eu
in the VASA F- 8C DFBW program.
we hope that some of the simulation results
and discussion presented in the sequel can
	
^.	 sissilatlrw, Fesulte
6.1 Introduction
A variety of simulations have been done uainq
both a linear model and no,rllnear model of the
r-ac aircraft. Tt.ese simulations results art- ty-
pical. They are selected t.uch that they can deer-
onstrate
1) the speed of identifreat.e.n of the
NMAC algorithms
2) the overall performance of the MMAC
system; and
3) the P dowAnant behavior discussed in
Section S.
Saw remarks about the PssMAC method are given in
the conclusions.
6.2 The Simulation Results
The simulations were conducted at a V,igh al-
titude (4C,000 ft), supersonic (Mach 1.{) flight
condition (F/C Ii9 In Table I). No plant noise
was introduced. All ' yodels available in the MmA C
controller were given equal a priori probabilities
being the true model.
Experiment I1:
This is a set of linear simulations with two
degret sideslip angle ( a B -qust) at time t-0.
No sensor noise was introduced and the Kalman
filters were Set at the corset initial conditions.
riqure 2 slows the probability changes while
the set of models availa:le in the MMAC controller
were r/C 8, 14, 18, 19 an.' 20. '.ate chat the
true filght condition was included in the con-
troller. The correct model is initially chosen
with high probability within a very short period
of time (less than 1 sec.) and than switches to
another model slowly after a few seconds. Lateral
acceleration is removed within about one second,
while roll rate and sideslip angle are reduced to
sero almost as fast. With no noise perturbing the
system, the states of the -yetem have settled to
near zero after about five seconds. Thus the
residuals in all the mismatch stable filters
approach zero. In this case the P dominant be-
havior discussed in Section 5 occurred. Figure 3
shows the probability changes when the true model
(r/C 119) was not included (which was substituted
by '/C 017). We observed the ,came P dominant
beha,rior after about five seconds The most impor-
tant point to note is that _„sponses of the M14AC
system are almont i ftsitical. F i gure 4 shows the
responses cf iateral acceleration with and withouif
I/C 119 in the controller, rc4pe,7tively.
Similar results were obr!ined with other ini-
tial conditions. Howe-c., the speed with which
	
the P starts
	
nominate varies grea ly. For
example, with a roll rate initial condition, it
a	
A
hayf.enrd eu.r. sooner. 1".• vrr, there is wry
IittIV 4-4rad4tiun in I%r . were ll system per for -
*enCe.
KjMvrle.r.t e_:
-..s is a set of rN.r.lu.ear simulaticcs with
an initial six legice Angie of attack (at i-qust).
sensor noise .as introdoced ai.d the AaIman filters
were art at zero initial :orditions.
v qure 5 shows the .1.ar.yr of prut.atilitier
when the set of ssauelk availat lr in tie *PAC cun-
troller warm r/C ii, I', Is, anJ	 and •her. the
true flight ,otidAtiun !r _ 19 1 %.►s included. Tr.e
prol.aLilitie• s are more activr tnar. ttAibw we Gave
seen in Lxperirwr.t fl.	 It . t.eiieved that rte
fast variati(.t. of Cries. • trc-Lanil:ties is due to
a custbu.ation of tr.e transient reslonse of the
system and the noise s .. iwnces nr. the *errors.
However, tLe taw f.ia:.t -ondltion a' identified
in iwut 1 second. 'f • e angle of attack returns
to its trlmewd Va.ur -itr.ir . atjut • srcerAs, wnile
pitrh rat.• art normal accel.ratior. are reduced to
zero a.su*t as fast. Ii t,'-is lase the ? r dceinant
oanaviu. r onl, occurs for a very .r.crt period of
tire- Because of th.r fersor aoxte, it is not
cettair. if ti.e driftir-1 c.f probabilities are
mainly due to the domi:ant :•. Figure F shows
the probability c!.angrr. %.t.cc F/C 9 19 (true) was
substituted by F/C 916 in the !?SA: controller.
Again, t'.c rvrpenses of the '.MAC system are
almost ider.t.cal. Figure 7 stews tt.e responses
of the angle of attack with and without F/C 019
in the controller, respectively.
7. Conclusions
Based upon *any sim:latiuns us.nq both a
linear model and a ncrlirear model c2 the F-BC
aircraft, there are several I..nds of probabilities
responses that one can guess tefore simulation,
such as durinq the transient perioe the !tltAC al-
gorithm tendr to pick F/-'s which ere mismatch
staLle while during the equtlibn um condition the
5 1 dorunant DeGa y .or tends to occur. However, a
rigorous statement or t!ie precise nature of the
probability responses is still an open question.
Other than the made: identification prntlem, the
overall performman(c of the MMAC method system is
very good. Although poorly seiected F/C's in the
bank of Kalman filters may degride the performance,
the MMAC method seem to stabilize the system
quite well. The G • dominant protlem is basically
the same problem as in most parameter identifi-
cation problems when there is lack of information.
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Appendtx A
Wind bis.urbe- a Model
As remarked in Section ► 2 and 3. a continuous
time wind disturbance ".I was included for both
the lateral ar.d longitudiral dynamics, corres
pending to a state variable w(t). In this appen-
dix we give the mathematical details of this model
whi:h was kindly provided Loy Mr. J. Elliott of
MASA/LIC, as a reasonat)le al.f.roxisaticn to the von
Kas an model and t:)e Haines apprcx).wstaon. It it
im+ortant to realize teat the wind dieturt.ance
model changes from flight cor itition tc, flight
condition. :'he ;war spectra: density of the
wind disturbance is giver. ty
(A.1) . o?	 19	
L
 -1 V	
T
0
where L, the scales length, la
1200 ft at sea level
lA " `) L	 12500 ft wt.enaltitude > >500 ft
linearly int:rlolated	 tveen
Vo Is the S1.6ted of elrcraft In
	
sec, w in
rad/sec, and
1
6 ft/sec norm&_
IS ft/sec in cumulus clouds
30 ft/sec in thunderstorms
To obtain a state variable model, a normal-
iced state variable w(t) (:n red) ii: used as the
wind state fur both lateral and longitudinal
dynamics. The sta l e variable w(t) is the output
of a first order ystem driven by continuous
white noise ^(t) with reru war.. Thus the dynaar-
Ics of the wind 
/
disturbance model are give by
(A.4) w(t)	 21 —° w(t) •	 20	 C(t)L ttLV0
where t W is zero mean white noise with unity
covariance functionj.
(A.5) E I((t)E(•)}	 6(t-T)
The design was obtained for the intermediate case
o - 15 (cumulus clouds).
For the longitudinal dynamics the wind state
w(t) influences the dynamics in the same manner as
the angle of attack. Thus, in the longitudinal
state equations the wind state w(t) enters the
equations as follows
q(t)
	
. • a w(t)
is
(A .6) I
 v(t) '
	
+ a w(t)
2s
a(i) -	 . • a w(t)
77
where a , a , • can be found from the op
is	 is	 is
loop longitudinal A matrix 12)
In the lateral dynamics the wind Mate w(t)
inflaences the dynamics in the same manner as the
sideslip angle. Thus, In the lateral state
equations the wind state w(t) enter: the equa-
tions as follow
p(t) . ....... • a w W
11
7f
	
6!t)	 • • w(t)
si
where a	 a , a can be found from the open
li
	
21	 is
loop lateral A mat.rix (2).
12
